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Crossing the Kum River - Moon Song 2020-05-19
This book is about a boy's journey through life under Japanese colonialism, and its subsequent national
division, and then the Korean War. But mostly, it is about a son who lost his precious jewel, his mother, in
the tragic aftermath of war.
Crossing the River with Dogs - Ken Johnson 2018-05-14
Crossing the River with Dogs: Problem Solving for College Students, 3rd Edition promotes the philosophy
that students learn best by working in groups and the skills required for real workplace problem solving are
those skills of collaboration. The text aims to improve students’ writing, oral communication, and
collaboration skills while teaching mathematical problem-solving strategies. Focusing entirely on problem
solving and using issues relevant to college students for examples, the authors continue their approach of
explaining classic as well as non-traditional strategies through dialogs among fictitious students. This text
is appropriate for a problem solving, quantitative reasoning, liberal arts mathematics, mathematics for
elementary teachers, or developmental mathematics course.
Across the River and Into the Trees - Ernest Hemingway 2002-07-25
In the fall of 1948, Ernest Hemingway made his first extended visit to Italy in thirty years. His
reacquaintance with Venice, a city he loved, provided the inspiration for Across the River and into the
Trees, the story of Richard Cantwell, a war-ravaged American colonel stationed in Italy at the close of the
Second World War, and his love for a young Italian countess. A poignant, bittersweet homage to love that
overpowers reason, to the resilience of the human spirit, and to the worldweary beauty and majesty of
Venice, Across the River and into the Trees stands as Hemingway's statement of defiance in response to the
great dehumanizing atrocities of the Second World War. Hemingway's last full-length novel published in his
lifetime, it moved John O'Hara in The New York Times Book Review to call him "the most important author
since Shakespeare."
The Other Side of the River
- Alex Kotlowitz 2012-01-04
Bestselling author Alex Kotlowitz is one of this country's foremost writers on the ever explosive issue of
race. In this gripping and ultimately profound book, Kotlowitz takes us to two towns in southern Michigan,
St. Joseph and Benton Harbor, separated by the St. Joseph River. Geographically close, but worlds apart,
they are a living metaphor for America's racial divisions: St. Joseph is a prosperous lakeshore community
and ninety-five percent white, while Benton Harbor is impoverished and ninety-two percent black. When
the body of a black teenaged boy from Benton Harbor is found in the river, unhealed wounds and suspicions
between the two towns' populations surface as well. The investigation into the young man's death becomes,
inevitably, a screen on which each town projects their resentments and fears. The Other Side of the River
sensitively portrays the lives and hopes of the towns' citizens as they wrestle with this mystery--and reveals
the attitudes and misperceptions that undermine race relations throughout America.
Crossing the River - Anthony L. Tan 2019
Crossing the River - David B. Schwartz 1992
Presents a new conception of care that seeks to embed persons with disabilities in a web of personal
relationships; to make their living experience more connected to the other people in their community; to
find ways to involve them intrinsically in the flow of their community. Schwartz points out the promise,
potential, and limits of this new direction, illustrating with a series of exciting experiments in social policy
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in Pennsylvania. This book also has important implications for other groups disenfranchised from their
communities -- those with mental illness and those who are homeless.
Stone River Crossing
- Tim Tingle 2019-05-30
From the award-winning author of How I Became a Ghost, a tale of unlikely friendship and miracles. When
Martha Tom helps Lil Mo and his family escape from the plantation across the river, it's just the beginning
of a Choctaw adventure of a lifetime.
Crossing the Next Meridian - Charles F. Wilkinson 1992
In Crossing the Next Meridian, Wilkinson explains to a general audience some of the core problems that
face the American West, both now and in the years to come. An expert on federal public lands, Native
American issues, and the West's arcane water laws, Wilkinson looks at the outmoded ideas that pervade
land use and resource allocation. He argues that significant reform of Western law is needed to combat
environmental decline and heal splintered communities. Interweaving legal history with examples of
present-day consequences, both intended and unintended, Wilkinson traces the origins and development of
Western laws and regulations. He relates stories of Westerners who face these issues on a day-to-day basis
and discusses what can and should be done to bring government policies in line with the reality of
twentieth-century American life. His examination seeks a middle ground between those who champion
unrestricted growth and those who advocate complete preservation.
Fun with Algorithms
- Evangelos Kranakis 2012-05-31
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference, FUN 2012, held in June
2012 in Venice, Italy. The 34 revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 56 submissions.
They feature a large variety of topics in the field of the use, design, and analysis of algorithms and data
structures, focusing on results that provide amusing, witty but nonetheless original and scientifically
profound contributions to the area.
Crossing the River
- Brian Cookson 2015-06-16
Some of the most beautiful views of London are those from the many bridges which span the River Thames.
Millions of people cross over the Thames every day but most are too concerned with reaching their
destination to notice the structures they use, let alone consider their history or the risks taken in building
them. Triumphs of architecture and engineering, London's bridges have inspired artists as diverse as
Dickens and Monet. From the elegant Richmond Bridge to the Gothic, quintessentially British Tower
Bridge, they have formed the backdrop to battles, rebellions, pageantry and mysteries for two millennia.
Crossing the River tells these stories, including the assassination of a dissident with a poisoned umbrella on
Waterloo Bridge; the apparent suicide of 'God's banker', an Italian financier with links to the Vatican, the
Masons and the Mafia; and the Marchioness tragedy and its controversial aftermath. Featuring illustrations
and photographs old and new, this book will undoubtedly increase the reader's knowledge and appreciation
of the bridges and the people who built them, and thereby enhance the pleasure of seeing them, whether at
leisure or stuck in a traffic jam.
Problem Solving Strategies - Ted Herr 2001
Care Crosses the River
- Hans Blumenberg 2010
In this accessible collection of short meditations on various topics, Blumenberg works as a detective of
ideas scouring the periphery of intellectual and philosophical history for clues—metaphors, gestures,
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anecdotes—essential to grasping human finitude.
The Line Becomes a River
- Francisco Cantú 2019-02-05
The instant New York Times bestseller, "A must-read for anyone who thinks 'build a wall' is the answer to
anything." --Esquire For Francisco Cantú, the border is in the blood: his mother, a park ranger and
daughter of a Mexican immigrant, raised him in the scrublands of the Southwest. Haunted by the landscape
of his youth, Cantú joins the Border Patrol. He and his partners are posted to remote regions crisscrossed
by drug routes and smuggling corridors, where they learn to track other humans under blistering sun and
through frigid nights. They haul in the dead and deliver to detention those they find alive. Cantú tries not to
think where the stories go from there. Plagued by nightmares, he abandons the Patrol for civilian life. But
when an immigrant friend travels to Mexico to visit his dying mother and does not return, Cantú discovers
that the border has migrated with him, and now he must know the whole story. Searing and unforgettable,
The Line Becomes a River goes behind the headlines, making urgent and personal the violence our border
wreaks on both sides of the line
Crossing Bok Chitto - Tim Tingle 2006
In the 1800s, a Choctaw girl becomes friends with a slave boy from a plantation across the great river, and
when she learns that his family is in trouble, she helps them cross to freedom.
Crossing the River - Caryl Phillips 2011-02-15
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize Winner of the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for Fiction Caryl Phillips’
ambitious and powerful novel spans two hundred and fifty years of the African diaspora. It tracks two
brothers and a sister on their separate journeys through different epochs and continents: one as a
missionary to Liberia in the 1830s, one a pioneer on a wagon trail to the American West later that century,
and one a GI posted to a Yorkshire village in the Second World War. ‘Epic and frequently astonishing’ The
Times ‘Its resonance continues to deepen’ New York Times
Crossing the River - T. Cher Moua 2013
T. Cher Moua has served as Associate Pastor of CrossCultural Evangelical Free Church in St. Paul since
2004, as Director of Asian Ministries and Donor Relations Officer at Union Gospel Mission in St. Paul. In
addition, T. Cher has served in various capacities with city wide ministries and Christian Higher Education
institutions in the greater Twin Cities area. T. Cher has inspired people with his personal journey across the
Mekong River to the refugee camp in Thailand and across the Pacific Ocean to America, but most
importantly, T. Cher has inspired others with his story about how the Lord Jesus Christ rescued him.
Crossing the River by Touching the Stones
- Asian Development Bank 2022-01-01
This study examines international approaches in technical and vocational education and training (TVET),
and determines their suitability for developing countries. TVET systems in Germany and the United
Kingdom are presented to illustrate the diverse paths in developing such systems. These are juxtaposed
against the Asian experience, as exemplified by the People’s Republic of China and the Republic of Korea.
Through these case studies, key lessons pertaining to the role of the state and private sector involvement
are extracted for developing TVET policy.
Crossing the River Called Suffering - Patricia Engelking 2018-10-24
The sexy story of a woman NOT looking for love, instead answers to questions about her sexual needs and
desires. She learns of her power and how to use it. If you like adventures and transformation, this is the
real deal. It is the incredible and inspiring path of a woman that has struggled in a marriage with a
narcissistic abusive man for 25 years. While raising children, seeking purpose and struggling with
discontentment, she attempted to push through life because she took vows. She tries all the avenues of
distraction like hobbies, career, house, being a good mom, church, volunteering, etc. Being proud and
driven worked against her with time, as gas lighting and manipulation push her into a dark place of despair
and hopelessness. Faced with her fathers progressing Alzheimer Disease, she has been a people pleaser all
her life and is regularly disappointed in the area of her OWN pleasure. She dissolves the marriage and
decides to reinvent herself but needs to do some experimentation to find out what she really wants. Her
exploration ramps up after the divorce as she dives into the world of sex that has been off limits to her all
these years. She approaches her interactions with a curious verve that will leave you on the edge of your
seat. There is explicit content because she is on a sexual revolution. She starts with online dating apps and
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progresses not only through the kink, fetish, BDSM, and swinging worlds but through the ultimate
evolution of her erotic, dynamic, powerful value as a woman. This book is meant to be an encouragement to
men and women that breaking free and coming into their power is possible and can be fun and exhilarating,
feeding the essence of being, to learn and grow.
Crossing the River - Huy Thiệp Nguyễn 2003
Crossing the River presents a wide range of Nguyen Huy Thiep's short fiction, both realistic stories in
contemporary settings and retellings of folk myths that serve as contemporary parables. When Thiep's
stories first appeared in the 1980s, they set off a chain of debate, not only within intellectual and political
circles, but also within the society at large. Typically, the struggles of his characters were about survival,
not survival in the context of war or revolution, but survival in the context of the emotional and
psychological strength it takes to live within the harsh confines of post-war Vietnamese society. Thiep
captured the emotional quality of Vietnamese life in a way no other author had done, and his importance
can be recognized today by his enormous influence on younger writers.
Nine Ways to Cross a River - Akiko Busch 2007-07-10
The author of Geography of Home shares a series of meditations and reflections on her transformative
swims across eight of America's great rivers--including the Delaware, Mississippi, Ohio, and twice across
the Hudson--discussing their meaning in terms of the passages of life, natural and human history, and the
inspirational rhythms of the natural world.
Crossing the Farak River - Michelle Aung Thin 2020-04-07
Fourteen-year-old Hasina is forced to flee everything she knows in this gripping account of the crisis in
Myanmar. For Hasina and her younger brother Araf, the constant threat of Sit Tat, the Myanmar Army, is a
way of life in Rakhine province—just uttering the name is enough to send chills down their spines. As
Rohingyas, they know that when they hear the wop wop wop of their helicopters there is one thing to
do—run, and don’t stop. So when soldiers invade their village one night, and Hasina awakes to her aunt's
fearful voice, followed by smoke, and then a scream, run is what they do. Hasina races deep into the
Rakhine forest to hide with her cousin Ghadiya and Araf. When they emerge some days later, it is to a
smouldering village. Their house is standing but where is the rest of her family? With so many Rohingyas
driven out, Hasina must figure out who she can trust for help and summon the courage to fight for her
family amid the escalating conflict that threatens her world and her identity. Fast-paced and accessibly
written, Crossing the Farak River tackles an important topic frequently in the news but little explored in
fiction. It is a poignant and thought-provoking introduction for young readers to the military crackdown and
ongoing persecution of Rohingya people, from the perspective of a brave and resilient protagonist.
Chike and the River - Chinua Achebe 2011-08-09
The more Chike saw the ferry-boats the more he wanted to make the trip to Asaba. But where would he get
the money? He did not know. Still, he hoped. Eleven-year-old Chike longs to cross the Niger River to the
city of Asaba, but he doesn’t have the sixpence he needs to pay for the ferry ride. With the help of his friend
S.M.O.G., he embarks on a series of adventures to help him get there. Along the way, he is exposed to a
range of new experiences that are both thrilling and terrifying, from eating his first skewer of suya under
the shade of a mango tree, to visiting the village magician who promises to double the money in his pocket.
Once he finally makes it across the river, Chike realizes that life on the other side is far different from his
expectations, and he must find the courage within him to make it home. Chike and the River is a magical
tale of boundaries, bravery, and growth, by Chinua Achebe, one of the world’s most beloved and admired
storytellers.
Crossing River Limpopo - Dumiso Dube 2014-12-19
This action packed reader-gripping book is a grueling harsh journey of Zimbabweans who cross borders
into South Africa illegally, in search of greener pastures. Their worst nightmare is not only the crocodile
infested river Limpopo that they cross, but also what they locally call Amagumaguma, a notorious gang of
thieves and contract slayers who prey on the little possessions they migrate with, rape or sodomize them
and ruthlessly butcher the vulnerable in order to sell their body parts to local witchdoctors and those afar.
These grisly murderers have laid into graves many lives! The ill-fated border jumpers also have to contend
with vicious, ravenous predators like lions, leopards and hyenas and other such carnivores in search of easy
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prey. Brutal soldiers vigilantly guarding these borders for trespassers also add to their woes. Of course,
these law-breaking border-jumpers have those who help them out. For a fee of a thousand five hundred
rands or two hundred American dollars, the Malayisha (cross-border taxi drivers) transport them from
various parts of Zimbabwe to the Beit-Bridge border post, where they are handed over to the Impisi
(escorts) at secluded rendezvous outside the border posts. These Impisi are paid by the Malayisha to escort
their passengers without passports, across river Limpopo right up to near Musina in South Africa where
they pick them up again and take them to Johannesburg. The border jumpers however risk all these
predators that hunt down anything that moves throughout the night. In the novel, we meet Themba
Khumalo who had always wanted to go to the lucrative South Africa but did not have Malayisha' s fees until
when his father died, he inherited two of his father's donkeys and gave them to a local Malayisha as
payment in kind, for the fees to take him to Johannesburg. What he did not know was that where he was
going, the familiar became mysterious and the unfamiliar, gruesome and bizarre indeed! It was a place of
delusion and paradox with a very thin line between life and death, as too many predatory eyes were fixed
on the prey!
Those Across the River - Christopher Buehlman 2020-01-28
A man must confront a terrifying evil in this captivating horror novel that's "as much F. Scott Fitzgerald as
Dean Koontz."* Haunted by memories of the Great War, failed academic Frank Nichols and his wife have
arrived in the sleepy Georgia town of Whitbrow, where Frank hopes to write a history of his family's old
estate--the Savoyard Plantation--and the horrors that occurred there. At first their new life seems to be
everything they wanted. But under the facade of summer socials and small-town charm, there is an
unspoken dread that the townsfolk have lived with for generations. A presence that demands sacrifice. It
comes from the shadowy woods across the river, where the ruins of the Savoyard Plantation still stand.
Where a long-smoldering debt of blood has never been forgotten. Where it has been waiting for Frank
Nichols....
Crossing the Hudson - Donald E. Wolf 2010
Crossing the Hudsonreveals the often multileveled stories of the river's bridges and tunnels, from timber
arch and truss bridges on stone piers to long-span suspension and cantilevered bridges, railroad tunnels,
and improvements in iron and steel technology, providing a history of where, why, when, and how these
structures were built; the social, political, and commercial forces that influenced decisions to erect them;
the personalities of the planners and builders; the unique connection between builder and bridge; and the
design and construction techniques that turned mythical goals into structures of utility and beauty.
Crossing the River Sorrow - Janet Richards 2013-06-12
Crossing the River Sorrow tells the story of one woman’s plunge from a sheltered childhood in the ‘50’s into
the world of medicine, and her personal search for answers to questions about suffering. A single moment
at the bedside of a paralyzed girl begins her journey on the River Sorrow, which takes her on a life-long
quest to come to terms with the problem of pain. More than medical case stories or tales of overcoming,
Crossing the River Sorrow is a narrative told from the perspective an ordinary wife, mother, and nurse, as
she lives her way to peace in the face of some of life’s most troubling questions. “From the first pages I
immediately realized I was in the presence of a gifted writer. In Nurse Richards, you find a gentle yet
courageous soul, an artistic master of words, intellectual and guileless with an endearing simplicity of
heart. Follow her as she battles unseen enemies with refreshing candor while deftly drawing the reader
into her struggles against the stark and dark realities of adversity. This work is the story of a soul coming to
a profound understanding of Christ, the gospels and the cross—a place where all should journey. Read. You
will be nursed into someone you need to become.” —Dan’l C. Markham, Director of Partner Relations at
Life Without Limbs Author, with Nick Vujicic, of the Lost Mandate, A Christ Command Revealed
Copper Sun - Sharon M. Draper 2012-06-19
A Time Best YA Book of All Time (2021) In this “searing work of historical fiction” (Booklist), Coretta Scott
King Award-winning author Sharon M. Draper tells the epic story of a young girl torn from her African
village, sold into slavery, and stripped of everything she has ever known—except hope. Amari's life was
once perfect. Engaged to the handsomest man in her tribe, adored by her family, and fortunate enough to
live in a beautiful village, it never occurred to her that it could all be taken away in an instant. But that was
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what happened when her village was invaded by slave traders. Her family was brutally murdered as she
was dragged away to a slave ship and sent to be sold in the Carolinas. There she was bought by a plantation
owner and given to his son as a "birthday present". Now, survival is all Amari can dream about. As she
struggles to hold on to her memories, she also begins to learn English and make friends with a white
indentured servant named Molly. When an opportunity to escape presents itself, Amari and Molly seize it,
fleeing South to the Spanish colony in Florida at Fort Mose. Along the way, their strength is tested like
never before as they struggle against hunger, cold, wild animals, hurricanes, and people eager to turn them
in for reward money. The hope of a new life is all that keeps them going, but Florida feels so far away and
sometimes Amari wonders how far hopes and dreams can really take her.
Crossing the River
- Fenton Johnson 2016-02-09
A spirited Southern woman upends the insular world of her small Kentucky town in this acclaimed debut
novel by “a storyteller of distinction” (Publishers Weekly). Kentucky, 1944. Though she hails from a
Fundamentalist Baptist family, there is nothing conventional about Martha Bragg Pickett Miracle. In her
youth, she smoked cigarettes, rode motorcycles, and snuck across the Knob Fork River to buy beer from
Catholics—and fall in love with one. Twenty years later, Martha has settled into marriage. But deep down,
she’s just as rebellious as she ever was. The arrival of a smooth-talking Yankee contractor leads Martha to
turn her life upside down—unaware that her son will follow suit. Both heartfelt and shrewdly humorous,
this widely acclaimed first novel from author Fenton Johnson is an affecting look at one woman's
reawakening and her son's coming of age in the American heartland.
River of Teeth - Sarah Gailey 2017-05-23
A Finalist for the 2017 Nebula Award for Best Novella Sarah Gailey's wildfire debut River of Teeth is a
rollicking alternate history adventure that Charlie Jane Anders calls "preposterously fun." In the early 20th
Century, the United States government concocted a plan to import hippopotamuses into the marshlands of
Louisiana to be bred and slaughtered as an alternative meat source. This is true. Other true things about
hippos: they are savage, they are fast, and their jaws can snap a man in two. This was a terrible plan.
Contained within this volume is an 1890s America that might have been: a bayou overrun by feral hippos
and mercenary hippo wranglers from around the globe. It is the story of Winslow Houndstooth and his
crew. It is the story of their fortunes. It is the story of his revenge. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Crossing the River - Caryl Phillips 1995-01-15
From the acclaimed author of Cambridge comes an ambitious, formally inventive, and intensely moving
evocation of the scattered offspring of Africa. It begins in a year of failing crops and desperate foolishness,
which forces a father to sell his three children into slavery. Employing a brilliant range of voices and
narrative techniques, Caryl Phillips folows these exiles across the river that separates continents and
centuries. Phillips's characters include a freed slave who journeys to Liberia as a missionary in the 1830s; a
pioneer woman seeking refuge from the white man's justice on the Colorado frontier; and an AfricanAmerican G.I. who falls in love with a white Englishwoman during World War II. Together these voices
make up a "many-tongued chorus" of common memory—and one of the most stunning works of fiction ever
to address the lives of black people severed from their homeland.
Crossing the Soul's River
- William O. Roberts 2009-10-01
"Moving, articulate, and insightful, this book is a welcome exploration of men's spiritual journey at midlife.
Written by an author with his own extraordinary middle passage, the book provides practical insights for
men, while offering women an invaluable window into men's souls." -Allan Chinen, author of Beyond the
Hero: Classic Stories of Men in Search of Soul"Lively and unembarrassed, written with great psychological
acumen, Crossing the Soul's River is a major contribution to our understanding of men at midlife. This is
the conversation men need to have with another man when their familiar old assumptions and priorities no
longer make sense. Give it to a man you really care about. Give it to a woman who wants to know men at
the core." -Stephen Bank, coauthor of The Sibling Bond"Crossing the Soul's River is one of the second
generation of men's books that are trying to chart concrete steps men can take to do the work we need to
do to become more self-actualized and, therefore, more responsible partners, citizens, and churchmen . . .
[Roberts's] articulation of men's needs for the wisdom of Sophia is the clearest I have ever read."-Stephen
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Boyd, author of The Men We Long to Be: Beyond Lonely Warriors and Desperate Lovers "William O.
Roberts's compelling book puts the male midlife crisis into its deepest context-the growth of ourselves as
spiritual beings. In so doing it moves well beyond treatments which focus solely on the psychological
dimension of this process-though Roberts details these too with a sharp, insightful eye honed by his own
personal experience. Most helpful is his detailing of various rites of passage designed to help men navigate
through this difficult time. In this the book is of practical as well as intellectual use. I found the book deeply
insightful and altogether illuminating."-Brian Fay, author of Contemporary Philosophy of Social Science: A
Multicultural Approach
Crossing the River - Shalom Eilati 2008
Shalom Eilati was born in 1933 in Kovno, Lithuania. He immigrated to Palestine in 1946.
Crossing the River
- Carol Smith 2021-05-04
A powerful exploration of grief and resilience following the death of the author's son that combines memoir,
reportage, and lessons in how to heal Everyone deals with grief in their own way. Helen Macdonald found
solace in training a wild goshawk. Cheryl Strayed found strength in hiking the Pacific Crest Trail. For Carol
Smith, a Pulitzer Prize nominated journalist struggling with the sudden death of her seven-year-old son,
Christopher, the way to cross the river of sorrow was through work. In Crossing the River, Smith recounts
how she faced down her crippling loss through reporting a series of profiles of people coping with their own
intense challenges, whether a life-altering accident, injury, or diagnosis. These were stories of survival and
transformation, of people facing devastating situations that changed them in unexpected ways. Smith deftly
mixes the stories of these individuals and their families with her own account of how they helped her heal.
General John Shalikashvili, once the most powerful member of the American military, taught Carol how to
face fear with discipline and endurance. Seth, a young boy with a rare and incurable illness, shed light on
the totality of her son's experiences, and in turn helps readers see that the value of a life is not measured in
days. Crossing the River is a beautiful and profoundly moving book, an unforgettable journey through grief
toward hope, and a valuable, illuminating read for anyone coping with loss.
The Empty Boat - Osho 2011-04-12
Talks on the Stories of Chuang Tzu. OSHO revitalises the 300-year-old Taoist message of self-realization
through the stories of the Chinese mystic, Chuang Tzu. He speaks about the state of egolessness, "the
empty boat"; spontaneity, dreams and wholeness; living life choicelessly and meeting death with the same
equanimity . Available in a beautiful new edition, this series overflows with the wisdom of one who has
realized the state of egolessness himself.
The Knitting Circle: A Novel - Ann Hood 2008-01-17
"An intelligent, moving read" (Pages) and "a testament to women’s friendship and to Ann Hood’s talent"
(Hilma Wolitzer). After the loss of her only child, Mary Baxter finds herself unable to read or write, the
activities that used to be her primary source of comfort. She reluctantly joins a knitting circle as a way to
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fill her lonely days—not knowing it will change her life. As they teach Mary new knitting techniques, the
women in the circle also reveal their own secrets of loss, love, and hope. With time, Mary is finally able to
tell her own story of grief, and in so doing finds the spark of life again.
Crossing the River Kabul - Kevin McLean 2017-06-01
In Crossing the River Kabul, author Kevin McLean tells the true story of Baryalai Popal's amazing excape
from Afghanistan during the Communist takeover and his return after 9/11.
Crossing the River - Victor Grossman 2003
Faced with an accusation from the US Army's highest legal authority in 1952, Grossman left his unit
stationed in Bavaria and swam the Danube to East Germany. He traces his childhood and experiences as a
student, worker, and soldier; then describes life in his new home among a surprisingly large community of
defectors. There is no index. Annotation (c)2003 Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
Crossing the River
- Amy Ragsdale 2015-10-27
"Overwhelmed with her fast-paced, competitive lifestyle, Amy Ragsdale moved with her husband, writer
Peter Stark, and their two teenage children from the US to a small town in northeastern Brazil, where she
hoped they would learn the value of a slower life. In this culturally rich and economically poor region, Amy
and her family learn to fundamentally connect with their neighbors across language and customs. In the
year they spend there, Amy grows close to her new neighbors, from the men who cut sugar cane to the
clinical university students, as they became the family's guides to Brazilian life. Elegantly written and
vibrant in detail, Crossing the River tells a global story through a personal memoir, examining life without
the trappings of modern American culture, and revealing surprising truths about identity, family, and love"-Provided by publisher.
Crossing the River with Dogs
- Ken Johnson 2003-11-18
Students who often complain when faced with challenging word problems will be engaged as they acquire
essential problem solving skills that are applicable beyond the math classroom. The authors of Crossing the
River with Dogs: Problem Solving for College Students: - Use the popular approach of explaining strategies
through dialogs from fictitious students - Present all the classic and numerous non-traditional problem
solving strategies (from drawing diagrams to matrix logic, and finite differences) - Provide a text suitable
for students in quantitative reasoning, developmental mathematics, mathematics education, and all courses
in between - Challenge students with interesting, yet concise problem sets that include classic problems at
the end of each chapter With Crossing the River with Dogs, students will enjoy reading their text and will
take with them skills they will use for a lifetime.
Comfort: A Journey Through Grief - Ann Hood 2009-05-04
“Rarely do memoirs of grief combine anguish, love, and fury with such elegance.” —Entertainment Weekly
A moving and remarkable memoir about the sudden death of a daughter, surviving grief, and learning to
love again.
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